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This study attempted to scrutinize the disciplinary and cross-disciplinary generic variations 
of textbook introductions in humanities and basic sciences with reference to the onion model. 
The data included a sample of 60 introductions (i.e. ten each from applied linguistics, 
sociology, and psychology within humanities, and ten each from biology, agriculture, and 
geology within basic sciences). Humphrey and Economou’s (2015) onion model of discourse 
analysis was adopted, and MAXQDA 10 software of qualitative analysis was used for 
coding. The findings revealed similarities and differences not only within but also between 
the two disciplines, which can be attributed to the nature of disciplines as well as the 
generically accepted conventions in each discipline. Moreover, the results of the study 
highlighted the predominance of descriptive and analytical phases in textbook introductions 
not only in isolation but also in establishing more complicated genres like persuasion and 
critique. The study highlights the importance of teaching which is concerned with learners' 
rhetorical consciousness-raising of the disciplines as well as the discipline-specific lexico-




Cette étude visait à examiner attentivement les variations génériques disciplinaires et 
interdisciplinaires des introductions de manuels dans les sciences humaines et les sciences 
fondamentales en se référant au modèle de l’oignon. Les données comprenaient un 
échantillon de 60 introductions, c’est-à-dire dix introductions dans chacune des disciplines 
des sciences humaines (la linguistique appliquée, la sociologie et la psychologie) et dix autres 
pour chacune des disciplines des sciences fondamentales (biologie, agriculture et géologie). 
Le modèle de l’oignon d’Humphrey et Economou (2015) pour l’analyse du discours a été 
adopté et le logiciel d’analyse qualitative MAXQDA 10 a été utilisé pour le codage. Les 
résultats ont révélé des similitudes et des différences non seulement au sein des deux 
disciplines, mais aussi entre elles, ce qui peut être attribué à la nature des disciplines ainsi 
qu'aux conventions généralement acceptées dans chaque discipline. De plus, les résultats de 
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l’étude ont souligné la prédominance des étapes descriptives et analytiques dans les 
introductions de manuels, non seulement isolément, mais aussi dans la création des genres 
plus compliqués comme la persuasion et la critique. L'étude souligne l'importance de 
l’enseignement qui se soucie de la prise de conscience rhétorique des apprenants de ces 
disciplines ainsi que des caractéristiques lexico-grammaticales spécifiques à la discipline 
dans les textes spécialisés. 
 
A Textual Discourse Analysis of Introductions in Textbooks of Humanities and 
Basic Sciences 
 
In recent decades, an investigation of discourse patterns and schematic structure of 
textbooks across disciplines, particularly their introductions, has been a significant and 
exciting research area due to the priority given to scaffolding students to make meanings 
with these texts. However, previous studies have been relatively limited in their scope, as 
they focused on a few specific genres, and there seems to be room for studies that take into 
account other disciplines.  
 It is now well established that academic textbooks are an important genre in 
academic settings. Hyland (2000) contended that “university textbooks are something of a 
neglected genre; little is known about their rhetorical structure and their relationship to 
other genres” (p. 14). Nevertheless, there are relatively few studies in the area of textbook 
introductions, most of which are narrow in focus dealing only with genre analysis 
concerning Swales’ (1990) Creating a Research Space (CARS) model and Bhatia’s (1993) 
model of genre analysis. 
 Regarding disciplinary studies on textbooks, Bhatia (1997) studied the introductory 
genres of academic textbooks and their various realizations. Swales’ (1990) CARS model 
and Bhatia’s (1993) model of genre analysis were used to investigate the functional and the 
structural conventions of the introductory genres of the academic textbooks. Moreover, 
Bhatia’s (1997) study considered the influence of promotions in the construction of generic 
conventions which led to the mixture of genre values from a utilitarian view of genre 
construction, interpretation, and use.   
In much the same vein, Jalilifar and Golkar Musavi (2016) utilized  Swales’s (1990) 
views of a genre to investigate genre-mixing in the rhetorical structures of 75 prefaces, 
introductions, and forewords in applied linguistics textbooks. The findings revealed the 
same generic conventions across prefaces, introductions, and forewords. Furthermore, the 
analysis highlighted the way in which the writers used generic conventions with the 
purpose of informing and promoting. 
 It appears that most of the disciplinary studies on textbooks highlighted the need to 
focus more on identifying the structure of textbook introductions, which are of 
considerable importance to students since they play an essential role in familiarizing the 
students with their disciplines, thus influencing their first impressions of their disciplines. 
Concerning cross-disciplinary studies, Hyland (1999) examined extracts from 21 
introductory textbooks across disciplines of microbiology, marketing, and applied 
linguistics, and subsequently compared them with 21 research articles from the disciplines 
mentioned above. He maintained that the analysis of metadiscourse in specific disciplines 
and genres shows how intrinsically metadiscourse relates to its rhetorical context. 
Nevertheless, despite being an interdisciplinary study, his focus was primarily on the 
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analysis of metadiscourse markers, with little attention paid to the schematic and discourse 
structures in these disciplines. 
In a similar vein, to reveal the linguistic challenges of different genres and 
disciplines, Schleppegrell (2004) focused on the register features of the texts in schooling 
and concluded that the “language of schooling” is a register that offers students a way to 
authoritatively demonstrate knowledge in texts that have certain rhetorical structuring. 
Analysis of the genres involved in master’s theses in the US was first carried out by Samraj 
(2008). Focusing on the introductions, she investigated the overall organization and 
discourse of master’s theses across three disciplines: biology, philosophy, and linguistics. 
The results showed that authors in philosophy used citations and the first person pronoun in 
the introductory sections in order to express their authority. However, authors in 
philosophy established fewer references to previous research than the authors in biology. 
Finally, the authors in linguistics occupied a more central position concerning these 
dimensions. 
In another study, Abdollahzadeh & Salarvand (2013) provided an in-depth analysis 
of generic structure, linguistic features, and potential disciplinary differences of academic 
book prefaces in the three disciplines of management, metallurgy, and mathematics. Their 
study indicated that book prefaces in the afore-mentioned areas are similar to each other 
concerning communicative intentions, schematic structure, and readers` views.   
Parodi (2014) studied 126 university textbooks across four disciplines, namely, 
basic sciences, engineering, social sciences, and humanities. Additionally, specific 
disciplines, such as social work, psychology, industrial chemistry, and construction 
engineering, were examined. The study was done to identify macro-moves, moves, and 
steps across disciplines. The results highlighted differences in some moves and steps across 
disciplines and revealed a significant feature in the teaching content of textbooks. 
Furthermore, the study did not point to any remarkable difference in the employment of the 
moves and steps in the book prefaces in the three disciplines. Last but not least, the 
findings revealed that book prefaces both promote and inform the readers. 
Atai and Asghari (2017) investigated the employment of interactional meta-
discourse devices in a corpus of 200 English academic online blurbs taken from 16 top-
ranking university press websites. The findings revealed that disciplinary fields account for 
significant variations concerning the frequency of moves and interactional meta-discourse 
markers. Three obligatory rhetorical moves and four optional moves were also identified.   
The importance of investigating the genre of academic textbooks has been stressed 
in a variety of studies (Hyland, 2000; Swales, 1995). Many of these studies have focused 
on the discourse patterns in textbook introductions. Yet to the best of the researchers’ 
knowledge, none of them have examined textbook introductions with reference to 
Humphrey and Economou’s (2015) onion model of discourse analysis, except for 
Humphrey and Economou (2015) themselves who explore description, analysis, 
persuasion, and critique as four discourse patterns in academic writing. Thus, the present 
study aims to analyze patterns of language used in the introductory sections of sixty 
textbooks in the disciplines of humanities and basic sciences using the onion model of 
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The study aimed to answer these research questions: 
 
1. What can the onion model reveal about textbook introductions both across and within 
disciplinary areas? 






The data included the introductions of 60 introductory textbooks available online, 
i.e., 10 introductions, from each discipline of applied linguistics, sociology, psychology, 
biology, agriculture, and geology. Furthermore, all of the introductory textbooks were in 
English and written by native speakers. The length of the texts ranged from 591 to 5796 
words with a mean of 3193.5 words and a standard deviation of 3680.491. The textbooks 
were published from 1966 until 2018. Hard and soft disciplines were selected to be 
compared.  
 The introductions to first-year textbooks were selected due to them being the first 
books introducing the students to the discipline and hence playing a key role in 
familiarizing and acculturating them into their disciplines. According to Bhatia (2004): 
 
Textbooks [...] disseminate discipline-based knowledge and, at the same time, 
display a somewhat unequal writer-reader relationship, with the writer as the 
specialist and the reader as the non-initiated apprentice in the discipline, or the 
writer as the transmitter and the reader as the recipient of established knowledge (p. 
33). 
 
Bhatia (1998) suggested that the purpose of the academic textbook is to “make accessible 
established knowledge in a particular discipline to those readers who are being initiated 




Data collection. The introductions of the textbooks were extracted by the researchers. 
Next, specific conventional (lexico-grammatical) features within the texts, which reflected 
the four patterns of the onion model (i.e., description, analysis, persuasion, and critique), 
were identified and coded using MAXQDA 10 software with reference to the onion model 
of analysis (Humphrey & Economou, 2015).  
Regarding “description” in the Onion model, Martin and Rose (2008) held that “in 
educational contexts at the school level, ‘description’ has been identified as a fundamental 
genre in literary and factual apprenticing texts, distinguished by the absence of unfolding 
sequences of events and by a focus on specific entities” (p. 5). Moreover, Woodward-Kron 
(2005) asserted that the inclusion of descriptive genres, like examples, allowed the students 
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to develop and expand knowledge in expository writing. This descriptive genre focuses on 
presenting information and facts.  
The descriptive patterns were classified into entity-based descriptive and event-
focused descriptive categories. Entity-based descriptive phases focus on describing objects 
and entities, however, event-focused phases represent a recount or recall of a series of 
events. The pattern of analysis reflects the relationships between different phases of the 
texts. “Analysis” refers to the logical organization of information in expository writing. In 
other words, Humphrey and Economou (2015) pointed out that analysis deals with 
reorganizing information, comparing and contrasting, finding relationships, types, and parts 
in the onion model of analysis.  
  What’s more, “critical analysis” integrates analysis with critique in broader 
linguistic theories and some academic writing tasks. (Ballard & Clanchy, 1984; Cottrell, 
2008; Humphrey & Economou, 2015). Coffin and Donohue (2012) held that critical 
analysis “moves beyond description and explanation to a critical position, asking questions 
about how different practices constrain as well as enable meaning making” (p. 67). 
Concerning analysis, Humphrey and Economou (2015) mentioned that it is not considered 
a genre in systemic functional linguistics (SFL). Rather, It has been used to specify a type 
of exposition used in academic discourse, i.e. “analytical exposition” (Humphrey, 1996; 
Martin & Peters, 1985) and a type of longer article in the media context, i.e. “news 
analysis” (Iedema, White, & Feez, 1994; Martin & White, 2005). Analysis in both genres 
refers to the taxonomic and logical organization of information whether in the service of 
argument in exposition or the expository news report (p. 39). 
  Moreover, “persuasion” is concerned with putting the arguments forward and 
providing reasons to justify them. Humphrey and Economou (2015) maintained that “in the 
teaching work of the Learning Centre, however, persuasion (arguing for the writer’s 
position) is distinguished from critique (challenging external positions)” (p. 39). They also 
contended that persuasion typically involves a claim, followed by some grounds which 
both positions the reader to accept that proposition and to establish the background for the 
second claim. 
 To put it in other words, persuasion is concerned with taking a stance or position, 
making a claim, and then interpreting or developing an argument. Persuasive language, as 
mentioned by Humphery and Economou (2015), is discipline-specific and value-laden. 
Table 1 shows the classification of the four discourse patterns applied in the study.  
 
Table 1  
Classification of the four discourse types with reference to the onion model 




Analysis    
Persuasion    
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Analytic framework of the study 
 
The study was based on the onion model of discourse analysis developed by 
Humphrey and Economou (2015). The framework rests on the relationship between the 
four discourse patterns in academic writing: description, analysis, persuasion, and critique. 
The analysis also employed SFL with reference to genre and register theory (Martin, 1992; 
Martin & Rose, 2008). SFL helped us deconstruct texts according to their schematic 
features.   
Thompson (2004) states that SFL describes “language in use” rather than language 
as a “set of generalized rules detached from any particular context of use” (p. 1). Language 
and context are interconnected based on SFL theory. The SFL approach to genre builds 
upon register theory, which deals with the variables of the context: field (the content of the 
text), tenor (social activity), and mode (method of communication). According to Martin 
(1998), genres are “staged, goal-oriented social processes” (p. 412), realized through the 
three constituents of register: field, tenor, and mode.  
  Registers have been typically analyzed regarding three variables mentioned 
previously: field, tenor, and mode, which relate to the kind of activity which discourse 
employs to present the ideas, the status, the role of participants, and the channel of 
communication, respectively. Martin (1985) makes a three-way distinction between genre, 
register, and language. He believes that genres are realized via registers, and then registers 
are realized via language. Furthermore, field, tenor, and mode are associated with 
experiential, interpersonal, and textual meta-functions respectively. The ideational 
metafunction is about the way in which human experience is constructed. According to 
Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), Contrary to the ideational metafunction, the interpersonal 
metafunction represents “language as action” (p. 30), and how human relationships are 
established. In written language, interpersonal meanings are defined in terms of the 
relationship between writer and reader. While the ideational and interpersonal 
metafunctions are both “extra-linguistic phenomena dealing with the social and the natural 
world” (Matthiessen & Halliday, 1997, as cited in Fryer, 2007), the textual metafunction is 
related to the realization of ideational and interpersonal meanings. It presents human 
experience and human relationships in terms of text (written or spoken) in a particular 
context. Figure 1 shows that meaning in texts is determined by (1) context of culture, (2) 
context of situation, and (3) metafunctions. 
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Figure 1. Metafunctions in relation to register and genre in semiotics (adapted from Martin, 




The analysis was carried out based on Humphrey and Economou’s (2015) onion 
model. This model mainly draws on developments in systemic functional linguistics. 
According to Humphrey and Economou (2015), “the term onion is symbolic of the 
relationship between four different types of discourse patterns or functions of writing found 
to be highly valued across academic disciplines” (p. 40). Figure 2 shows this relationship 
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Figure 2. The onion model of critical analysis (adapted from Humphrey & Economou, 
2015, p. 41). 
As far as the description layer was concerned, it aimed to provide facts or 
information. Humphrey and Economou (2015) indicated that the onion model considers 
two ways of achieving description in academic writing. The traditional description is 
accomplished via focusing on entities (i.e., people, things, and qualities typically 
represented within noun groups). Furthermore, the conventional description was concerned 
with two ways of presenting entities. Entity-based descriptions were created by focusing on 
“the way things are.” As Humphrey and Economou (2105) stated, the entity-based 
description may include “a list of facts, characteristics or features of a phenomenon, but 
sometimes including agreed-on taxonomies in a discipline” (p. 41). Humphrey and 
Economou (2015) also mentioned that the other way of presenting knowledge within the 
traditional description approach is event-focused, “telling what happened by recounting a 
series of events or activities (here subsumed within the term description)” (p. 41). 
Concerning the second layer of the onion, namely, analysis, it consisted of 
descriptive writing (i.e., facts or information), with the added feature of reorganization of 
information. Consequently, in an analytical genre, the author not only gave information but 
also reorganized it into categories, groups, parts, types, or relationships. Humphrey and 
Economou (2015) argued that analysis is distinguished from description in the onion model 
in that, “in analysis, information is not presented as the way things are in the field, but as 
the way the writer chooses to represent information in the field in order to address the 
concerns of their text” (p. 42).  
As a result, Humphrey and Economou (2015) held that analytical writing refers to 
the reorganization of information in the field in some original way for the text. So, 
information was not presented mainly as a list of facts or taxonomies. Instead, it was 
organized either regarding original taxonomies (via classification, elaboration, or 
composition), or logical relations (by addition, comparison and contrast, conclusion).  
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Considering the third layer of the onion (i.e. persuasion) Humphrey and Economou 
(2015) highlighted that this academic genre “argues for an explicit evaluation of, or claim 
about either ideas in the field, which Hood (2010) refers to as the ‘object of study’ and/or 
of ideas of specified scholars (i.e. the ‘field of study’)” (p. 44). In other words, it includes 
facts, reorganization of information, and the added feature of the writer’s point of view. 
At the tertiary level, persuasion is typically realized through analytical exposition, 
which, according to Coffin (2006), consists of three stages to “put forward a point of view: 
thesis (background), thesis arguments; and reinforcement of thesis” (p. 45). Martin and 
Rose (2008) indicated that “at the more delicate level of phase structure, persuasive 
discourse patterns typically unfold with a “claim” phase, which provides the position of the 
writer followed by a “grounds” phase which provides reasoning to justify this claim” (p. 
13). As Humphrey and Economou (2015) stated, “the two steps are always linked to causal 
relations, which may be expressed implicitly or explicitly through different linguistic 
forms” (p. 45).  
What’s more, the interaction of evaluative choices from the different systems of 
appraisal is crucial in achieving the persuasive function. According to Lee (2009), appraisal 
theory has been developed within the broader theoretical framework of systemic functional 
linguistics (SFL) and focused on the interpersonal meta-function of language. Hence, 
systems of attitude, engagement, and graduation and their sub-systems (affect, 
appreciation, judgment; monogloss, heterogloss; force, focus) were considered to be 
important in persuasive writing.  
White (2015) held that attitude is concerned with “meanings by which texts convey 
positive or negative assessments”, graduation is related to “the intensity or directness of 
such attitudinal utterances which are strengthened or weakened”, and Engagement deals 
with assertions “by which speakers/writers engage dialogically with prior speakers or with 
potential respondents to the current proposition” (p. 1). Figure 3 shows the main categories 
and sub-categories of the appraisal system.  
 
 
Figure 3. Appraisal Framework (adapted from Martin and White, 2005, p. 38). 
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As shown in Figure 3, the appraisal system involves three primary systems: attitude, 
engagement, and graduation. The sub-systems of attitude are appreciation, affect, and 
judgment. Furthermore, the sub-systems of graduation involve force and focus. Finally, the 
sub-categories of engagement consist of monogloss and heterogloss. Humphrey and 
Economou (2015) also suggested that “attitude and dialogic positioning achieved via 
engagement choices contributes significantly to persuasion” (p. 6). White (2015) argued 
that the appraisal literature divides attitudinal meanings into the following three broad 
subtypes: (1) positive/negative assessment presented as emotional reactions (labeled 
“affect”); (2) positive/negative assessments of human behavior and character by reference 
to ethics/morality and other systems of conventionalized or institutionalized norms (labeled 
“judgment”); (3) assessments of objects, artifacts, texts, states of affairs, and processes in 
terms of how they are assigned value socially (labeled “appreciation”), that is, in terms of 
their aesthetic qualities, their potential for harm or benefit, their social salience, etc. (p. 2). 
Within graduation systems, force refers to utterances which result in strengthening 
or mitigating propositions, while focus refers to the statements which can result in blurring 
or sharpening semantic categories. Finally, White (2015) suggested that “one key 
consequence of this perspective is that all utterances are seen as involving stance-taking on 
the part of the speaker/writer and hence as involving some form of dialogistic engagement” 
(p. 6). 
  Furthermore, whereas the attribution in descriptive and analytical phases was 
employed to summarize the doings or to report the sayings of researchers, the attribution 
choices in persuasive discourse were foregrounded to give greater authority to the claim. 
Additionally, Humphrey and Economou (2015) held that “dialogic choices from the 
engagement system also interact with choices from attitude and graduation systems to 
persuade the reader of the claim” (p. 46). 
Concerning the last constituent of the onion model (critique), it involved facts, a 
reorganization of information, the writer’s point of view, and above all the feature of 
including another point of view. To put it another way, critical genre required the author to 
take into account at least two points of view, including the writer's viewpoint, as opposed 
to a persuasive genre that only demanded the writer's point of view. Humphrey and 
Economou (2015) pointed out that critical writing typically challenges “a theoretical notion 
or aspect of research in an external source, and persuades the reader to accept an authorial 
alternative/counter position” (p. 46). 
Researchers investigating the appraisal system highlighted that an evaluative stance 
is achieved through the interaction of both ideational and interpersonal and textual 
meanings (Hood 2004, 2010; Hao and Humphrey 2012). Additionally, the evaluative 
stance is developed through the interaction of various resources that bring and evaluate 
external academic sources. Humphrey & Hao (2012) glossed these configurations of 
linguistic resources as “burnishing” and “tarnishing.” Martin & White (2005) posited that:  
 
While the starting point for identifying resources for burnishing and tarnishing is 
ideational meanings, typically the semiotic entities which construe internal or 
external sources, the primary interpersonal meaning associated with heteroglossic 
discourse is the Engagement system of Appraisal (p. 97).  
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Moreover, Humphrey and Economou (2015) also asserted that critical positioning 
was used in the introductory sections of dissertations and research articles to establish a gap 
for the study. The critical writing was also accomplished via “interactions of choices from 
appraisal systems with ideational choices, in particular, semiotic entities such as internal 
(authorial) and external sources (e.g., study; ‘author (date)’; argument, this essay, I)” (p. 




Figure 4. Annotated onion model (adapted form Humphrey and Economou, 2015). 
 
Firstly, the introductions of applied linguistics, sociology, and psychology 
textbooks were studied. Then, in order to establish the degree of sub-disciplinary variation 
in humanities, these three sub-disciplines of humanities were compared. Next, biology, 
agriculture, and geology textbook introductions were examined. Moreover, they were 
compared to determine the amount of sub-disciplinary variation in basic sciences. Next, a 
comparison was made between the two disciplines of basic sciences and humanities to 
identify disciplinary variations. Lastly, MAXQDA 10 software was used to assign codes 
and determine the frequency of them in the six sub-disciplines of the humanities and basic 
sciences. MAXQDA 10 software was chosen because the data was qualitative and non-
categorical.  
In order to ensure reliability and consistency of coding, another rater independently 
coded the same 60 textbook introductions with reference to agreed-upon codes. Then, the 
two coded documents were merged into one in MAXQDA 10.  Next, the inter-rater 
reliability for the two identical documents was assessed by means of MAXQDA 10. The 
degree of correlation was 83%, which shows a high level of reliability for the sample.  
 
Results and discussion 
 
Results and discussion of the qualitative analysis of the data  
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The results indicated that the introduction of all textbooks in humanities and basic 
sciences began with an entity-based descriptive phase, which aimed to establish the 
background for the study and engage the readers with the topic under investigation. Hence, 
the aim of the background section was to provide relevant facts and details about the topic 
of the study and link them to the research questions. Additionally, the textbook 
introductions were analyzed regarding nominalizations. In all the textbooks, the entity-
based descriptive phase involved a variety of nominalizations or abstractions irrespective 
of disciplines which aimed to provide the background context for the study. This is 
consistent with Jalilifar, Alipour, and Parsa (2014) who found no significant difference in 
the use of nominalization in applied linguistics and biology. That is, their study revealed 
that there was no significant difference in the employment of nominalizations in humanities 
and basic sciences.  
   
 (1) …...an equally comprehensive definition of language….. (Wardhaugh, 2006) 
(2) ….the fundamental tenets of learning theory…. (Hilgard et al., 2009) 
 (3) …...another significant milestone of microscopy…. (Böhmer et al., 2010) 
 (4) …...the most important contributor to the national income….(Grigg, 2003) 
 
 Examples 1 through 4 indicate instances of nominalizations in both disciplines. 
Furthermore, the engagement choice of graduation was used in the entity-based descriptive 
phases of the textbooks regardless of discipline. It appeared that the choice of graduation 
allowed the writer to emphasize the importance of the point he was describing and thereby 
foreground the background context. Graduation was employed in this stage since the aim of 
the writers was not to convince the readers of a particular claim, rather, they attempted to 
show their commitments to previous studies and ideas, thus establishing the significance of 
the study.  
 Moreover, more choices of force, and intensification were used in the discipline of 
humanities. The frequent employment of the choice of graduation might indicate that the 
writers attempted to go beyond the limits of a descriptive event to state their personal 
feelings and evaluations. The findings matched those of Draverson and Tagg (2015), who 
stressed that “the authors’ linguistic choices in addition to the frequency of making such 
choices help to establish relationships with the readers” (p. 11).  
 
 (5) I was somewhat surprised….(Hammond, 2010) 
 (6) Sociology is a relatively new discipline… (Hammond, 2010) 
 (7) …. but who were also very patient… (Bartels, 2005) 
 
Examples 5, 6, and 7 reveal instances of intensification in humanities. On the other 
hand, more instances of graduation were found in basic sciences (examples 8, 9, and 10). 
These results might be due to the fact that in basic sciences the authors aim to present 
objective facts and data, rather than expressing their feelings. 
 
 (8) The more experience you have of this approach… (King, 2010) 
 (9) …the vast expanse (King, 2010)  
 (10) …many important biological principles…(Belk & Maier, 2013) 
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  In the descriptive segments of the textbooks in the discipline of humanities, some 
questions were found which attempted to challenge and engage the students in the 
interpretation of problems (examples 11 & 12). These questions, moreover, indicated the 
authors’ own evaluations and personal inclinations toward the presented theories. The 
results agree with the ideas of Hyland (2008), who pointed out that effective 
communication in the soft fields relies more on the author’s ability to invoke a true writer 
in the text.  
 
(11) In this way, the two traditions have come to resemble one another. Or have 
they? We discuss below whether there is still a distinction. (Davies & Elder, 2004) 
(12) The philosopher, of course, will raise questions about the ultimate status of 
both this “reality” and this “knowledge”. What is real? How is one to know? 
(Berger & Luckmann, 1966) 
 
 In addition, with regard to event-focused descriptive phases, more recount phases 
were identified in the discipline of sociology with reference to the onion model. So, the 
results were in accord with the quantitative analysis of the data which also highlighted that 
more event-focused phases could be found in sociology, and might be justifiable due to the 
interdisciplinary nature of sociology. In other words, it is essential in sociology to draw on 
other disciplines so as to investigate major recent social problems (Burawoy, 2013).  
 Furthermore, the event-focused phase in textbooks primarily represented 
monoglossic rather than heteroglossic propositions regardless of disciplines (examples 13 
and 14). Monogloss or non-dialogic propositions shut down all the negotiations from other 
voices. The employment of monogloss might suggest that the writers in this event-focused 
stage attempted to review the events before the present study as well as to outline the 
objectives of the study. Hence, they didn’t want to draw upon other voices to persuade the 
readers about their ideas. Here, monogloss appropriately fulfilled the rhetorical purposes of 
the textbook introductions. That is, the maximum authorial investment could be found in 
this part. The results corroborated the findings of Wang and An (2013) who found more 
monogloss in overview sections of academic book reviews.  
 
(13) An important resource is the amount of labor that is available within a society. 
(Debertin, 2012) 
(14) …there is no such “non-evolutionary psychology” in the sense that no other 
causal  processes, other than evolutionary ones, are responsible…(Buss, 2005) 
 
 The descriptive phase was followed by an analytic one, which reflected the 
relationships between different phases of the texts. The findings are consistent with 
previous studies which concluded that academic writing includes analysis (Humphrey, 
2012; Lemke, 1990; Schleppegrell, 2004).  
 
(15) Most modern families fall into one of two types: nuclear, or blended. 
(Hammond, 2010) 
(16) Some specialists mean Language Pedagogy by Applied Linguistics, while 
others integrate all new linguistic disciplines….(Sarosdy, et al., 2006) 
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 While example 15 shows types or categories, example 16 is concerned with a 
contrastive relationship. The analytic phase was followed by a persuasive one. This phase 
in the textbooks included a thesis, some background information, and a second claim. 
Therefore, the results were in accord with the onion model of analysis and indicated the 
need for the students to recognize the three stages in which persuasive phases reveal 
themselves in their disciplines in order to be professionally accepted within their 
disciplinary communities.  
 Furthermore, the results indicated the presence of implicit attitude values in 
persuasive phases of the discipline of humanities (examples 17 and 18). The results might 
suggest that the authors in the discipline of humanities attempted to present a highly 
authorial, personalized subjective voice, which also gave a more personalized tone to their 
writing, and thereby engaged the readers in the interpretation process. This highly authorial 
subjective voice was manifested through foregrounding and backgrounding certain kinds of 
information. Hence, the structure of this persuasive part in humanities was constructed in 
such a way that knowledge came from the personal involvement of both the writer and the 
readers.  
 
(17) ….this time-honored intellectual territory is likely to raise the eyebrows of the 
man in the street and even more likely to enrage the philosopher. (Berger & 
Luckmann, 1966) 
(18)  … looks as if it ought to fall in the domain of the cognitive psychologist 
(Radford, et al., 2009) 
 
On the other hand, more explicit attitude values were used in the persuasive phase 
of basic sciences to present impersonalized, objectified data to the readers. One reason for 
this is that persuasion in hard disciplines is established by suppressing or downplaying the 
role of the authors in knowledge-making and giving prominence to the scientific procedure. 
The findings matched those of Hyland (2005) who held that by reducing human judgment 
in the interpretation of data and removing the agent, author intervention and personal 
interests are also reduced. 
 
(19) This revised and updated edition is a much-expanded look at the popular 
science of paleontology and mineralogy. Readers will enjoy this clear and easily 
readable text,  which is well illustrated with dramatic photographs, clearly drawn 
illustrations, and helpful tables. The comprehensive Glossary is provided… 
 (Erickson et al., 2014) 
 
Example 19 highlights explicit values, showing a positive assessment of the 
textbook in the introduction. Moreover, the choice of judgment was used more in 
humanities to allow the authors to evaluate human behaviors. The results were in 
agreement with the ideas of Hyland (2005) who maintained that in softer fields of human 
and social inquiry, such as sociology and linguistics, the representation of reality was 
always established via the writer’s selection and foregrounding of information, and that 
persuasion requires high author visibility. Some instances of judgment in humanities are 
provided in examples 21 and 22. 
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 (20) In doing so, you were acting like a behavioral scientist, a detective of sorts 
 (Contino, 2013) 
(21) Also problematic is the somewhat circular nature of this theory; repetitive 
behavior patterns are assumed to have a function, yet we profess to know that they 
have a function only because they are repeated. (Griffiths et al., 2017) 
 
 In example 21, the author made an analogy between readers and behavioral 
scientists and detectives. But, in example 21, the author criticizes and challenges the 
circular nature of the theory, which is not in accord with what the author professes. 
Furthermore, the choice of appreciation was employed more in the persuasive phase of 
basic sciences. Appreciation helped the authors evaluate things and entities since it made it 
possible to shift from a personal attribute to an impersonalized one. (Martin, 2000). 
Therefore, the use of attitude as appreciation could reduce subjectivity in a text. A possible 
explanation for this might be the fact that in basic sciences, the writers were not concerned 
with evaluating human behaviors, rather, they aimed at evaluating scientific events, and 
sometimes provide the readers with their own claims. Examples 22 and 23 present 
instances of appreciation in basic sciences.  
 
(22) …. herbs, and other high-value, often perishable, specialty crops. (Pittenger, 
2002) 
 (23) Generally similar plants or animals…. (Muttaqui, et al., 2009) 
 
 Additionally, more heteroglossic propositions including footnotes and citations 
were found in persuasive phases of basic sciences (examples 24 and 25). It seems that 
scientists have to draw on previous studies due to the linear nature of basic sciences 
(Hyland, 2003). The findings were in line with studies that highlighted the importance of 
heteroglossic propositions in establishing persuasive phases in science. (Gallardo, 2005; 
Parkinson & Adendorff, 2004; Russell, 2010; Swales, 1990). That is, these studies revealed 
that science involves a multiplicity of voices that help the authors convince the readers of 
their claims.  
 
 (24) The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reported over 2.4 million 
 farms in the United States in 1980… (Debertin, 2012) 
(25) … heed the words of Cornell biologist James G. Needham (1888–1957), who 
once wrote: It is a monstrous abuse of the science of biology to teach it only in the 
laboratory… (Rittner & McCabe, 2004) 
 
Besides, heteroglossic propositions accompanied the choice of entertain and 
attribute in the persuasive phases of the basic sciences. These two options helped the 
writers achieve dialogic expansion and take alternative points of view into account.    
 
 (26) Geologic formations can be found in most parts of the United States… amateur 
 geologists and collectors will have a better understanding of the forces of nature… 
 (Erickson et al., 2014) 
 (27) According to the United Nations (Erickson et al., 2014)  
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 In example 26, the writer frequently exploits the choice of entertain in locutions 
such as “Geologic formations can be found”, “amateur geologists and collectors will have 
a better understanding of the forces of nature” by means of epistemic modality (i.e. can, 
and will). Furthermore, example 27 shows that the author attributes the proposition to 
another voice in order to provide grounds for his claim. In brief, raising the students’ 
awareness of disciplinary similarities as well as cross-disciplinary differences, and 
particularly, the importance of deploying the appraisal resources to achieve persuasion 
should be taken into consideration by the teachers.  
 The persuasive phase was followed by a critical one, which started with criticizing a 
theory in another source and persuading the reader to acknowledge the author’s counter 
idea. Persuasion was involved in a critical phase, and the writer's argument was established 
in terms of analytic and descriptive phases. Hence, the complete structure of the onion 
model was identified in the critical stage.    
 
(28) Although microeconomics and macroeconomics are often considered to be 
separate branches of economics (expansion), they are really very closely 
intertwined (contraction). (Debertin, 2012) 
 (29) Agriculture is by far the most important of the world’s economic activities 
 (expansion)… Yet the study of agriculture receives relatively little attention from 
 geographers (contraction). (Grigg, 2003) 
 
  Examples 28 & 29 show dialogic expansion and contraction in critical phases of the 
textbook introductions, where a point in literature was first elaborated upon and then 
narrowed down with concessive conjunction. Additionally, dialogic expansion 
encompassed the choices of attributing and entertaining, both of which evoked dialogic 
alternatives. Graduation (i.e. force or intensification) was also employed in critical phases 
of the articles (e.g. relatively little). 
 
Results and discussion of the quantitative analysis of the data  
 
Table 2 presents the frequency and percentage of the discourse patterns present in 
Humanities and Science textbook introductions. 
 
Table 2   
The frequency and percentage of the discourse patterns  in humanities and basic sciences 
textbook introductions 
 Humanities  Basic sciences Humanities and Basic Sciences  
Codes Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage  Frequency percentage 
Entity-
based 74 16 84 23.9 158 21 
Event-
focused 88 19 74 21.1 162 21.5 
Analysis  103 22.3 70 19.9 173 23 
Persuasion  58 12.6 94 26.8 152 20.2 
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Critique  54 11.7 29 8.3 83 10.9 
Total  377 100 351 100 753 100 
 
Furthermore, Table 2 shows that more entity-based descriptive phases could be seen 
in basic sciences. It appeared that in humanities, the authors included more of theoretical 
concepts and ideas, whereas the authors in basic sciences included more scientific 
definitions and descriptions. To put it simply, in humanities research is less linear; the 
literature covers a broad area of research; the issues are more controversial; and the readers 
are more heterogeneous (Hyland, 2015). Thus, a shared schema could not be assumed for 
the readers in humanities. Rather, the authors establish a context by providing a great deal 
of concrete and abstract entity-based descriptive phases. On the other hand, more entity-
based descriptive phases were identified in basic sciences. The results may be related to the 
fact that in basic sciences the authors have to present scientific theories and objective facts 
in terms of descriptive phases.  
 Additionally, in humanities, theoretical concepts and ideas are justified using event-
focused descriptive phases or recounts. In basic sciences, the authors attempted to provide 
experimental facts through methods, procedures, and processes which necessitate the 
employment of event-focused phases. This is in accord with Becher and Trowler (2001), 
who suggested that knowledge in the hard sciences is created via scientific tests and 
observations. Event-focused phases seem to be related to empirical evidence, representing 
different ways of establishing knowledge in the disciplines (Chafe & Nichols, 1986). This 
is in agreement with the ideas of Kuhn (1970a), who proposed that in normal science, 
knowledge-making is achieved sequentially so that problems arise from the previous ones.  
Table 2 highlights that the descriptive phases comprised an important part of the 
textbook introductions altogether. Therefore, entity-based description, as well as event-
focused description or recounts, were predominantly employed in humanities and basic 
sciences textbooks. It is now evident that descriptive genres such as recounts, reports, and 
explanation play an essential part in establishing more demanding “arguing” genres such as 
exposition and discussion (Humphrey and Economou, 2015). These findings were in 
accord with those of Hood (2010) who indicated that recounts and descriptions are 
frequently encountered in research articles across disciplines, and with the ideas of Martin 
and Rose (2008) who held that description and recount need to be considered in order to 
achieve the more complicated academic genres, such as argumentative/persuasive or 
expository genres. As a result, in identifying academic genres based within SFL, linguists 
have considered descriptive writing as well as event-based writing, as important genres 
(Coffin, 2006; Humphrey, 1996).  
 As shown in Table 2, the analysis was the second prominent feature of the textbook 
introductions in both disciplines. The analysis was found in distinctive analytic phases, as 
well as in descriptive, persuasive, and critical phases. It seems that analysis played a key 
role in establishing a relationship among different phases of the text, in addition to 
organizing the structure of it in terms of categories and classifications. Moreover, the 
articles in humanities were more analytic than in basic sciences.  
 The results might be explained by the fact that the discipline of humanities 
encourages interpretations and critical involvement on the part of the readers, thus, relating 
different theoretical notions to each other. Therefore, analysis is required more in 
humanities to fulfill the function of supporting the author’s critical ideas and affective 
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evaluations via identifying analytic relationships, categories, and classifications in different 
phases of the texts. Thus, the critical and reflective nature of humanities, as opposed to the 
objective and empirical nature of basic sciences may result in the employment of more 
analytic phases in humanities.  The findings are in accord with the ideas of Hyland (2006) 
who argued that the ways in which knowledge and arguments are established across 
disciplines vary considerably. That is, soft disciplines such as humanities require are more 
analytic in order to engage readers in the texts.  
 The next important feature of the textbook introductions in both disciplines was 
persuasion, which points to the role of argumentative writing in humanities and basic 
sciences, and the value of studying textbook introductions as models for student writing. 
The results of the analysis indicated that basic sciences were more persuasive. The results 
are likely to be related to the fact that in science the writers are required to provide clear 
and sound justifications for their claims regarding the scientific facts, experiments, and 
reports. The results are consistent with the ideas of Hyland (2008) who held that scientific 
papers seem to be persuasive as they present facts that originated from the natural world. 
Therefore, it appears essential that students gain familiarity with the persuasive 
conventions of their disciplines, particularly in basic sciences, in order to persuade the 
readers of their claims.  
 Hence, textbook introductions in all disciplines conformed to the onion model of 
analysis concerning persuasion. To put it simply, persuasive phases were an important 
feature of the introductions. It appears that the writers employed persuasive writing in order 
to familiarize the readers with the aim and content of the book and their next claims. These 
persuasive phases could help writers make readers interested in continuing reading the 
book since the introductions are typically the first part that the students are faced with. 
These results were in agreement with the ideas of Asghar, Asghar, & Mahmood (2015) 
who contended that the introductions in textbooks aim to establish the field of the work, 
introduce the book and show gratitude. Furthermore, the findings were in line with those of 
Bhatia (1997) who maintained that prefaces serve the communicative purpose of 
introducing the work to the readers.  
 Moreover, Table 2 indicates that critique comprised the least phases of the texts in 
both disciplines. Nevertheless, Abbott (2001) argued that critique helps academic authors 
take a stance within and across disciplines. Critical writing could strengthen the 
relationship between readers and writers (Hyland, 2008). Thus, the students are required to 
recognize the discipline-specific conventions of critical writing in order to be accepted as 
disciplinary members of their communities and to develop effective critical essays. Yet, 
students may not be able to think and write critically, as the disciplinary conventions of 
critical writing are not taught explicitly in universities (Jones, 2007). More critical phases 
were identified in the discipline of humanities. It seems possible that the results are due to 
the interpretive, controversial, and critical nature of humanities. To put it simply, the 
subjective evaluative nature of humanities gives rise to the involvement of more critical 
phases to engage the readers in the interpretive phases. In accordance with the present 
findings, previous studies have indicated that student writing is shaped and affected by the 
social practices of their disciplines (Hyland, 1997, 1999, 2008; Kuhn, 1970; MacDonald, 
1994).  
 However, the discipline of basic sciences was considered to be less critical. This 
finding may be explained by the fact that in basic science the author’s authority is 
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diminished in favor of the text’s authority (Hyland, 2005). In other words, writers tend to 
present objective impersonal views rather than encouraging affective evaluations and 
critical engagement on the part of the readers. Hence, in basic sciences, the authors attempt 
to make their claims more reliable by objectifying and generalizing the interpretive 
processes (Hyland, 2008). This can be in contrast with humanities which focuses on 
individuality and expression of subjective ideas.  
 
Humanities. Table 3 presents the frequency and percentage of the discourse patterns 
present in the Humanities textbook introductions. 
 
Table 3   
The Frequency of Discourse Patterns in Sub-Disciplines of Humanities Textbook 
Introductions 
Discourse Patterns Total Applied linguistics  Psychology  Sociology  
Entity-based description 74 21  23 30 
Event-focused 
description 88 26  23 39 
Analysis 103 35  36 33 
Persuasion  58 25  17 16 
Critique 54 17  16 21 
Total 377 124  115 139 
 
As seen in Table 3, almost equal codes were assigned to entity-based descriptive 
phases in applied linguistics and psychology. In contrast, more codes were assigned to 
entity-based descriptive phases in sociology. Hence, it seemed that the entity-based 
descriptive phases were almost evenly distributed in applied linguistics and psychology. 
Yet, sociology included more entity-based descriptive phases. The results might be 
explained considering the interdisciplinary nature of sociology. In other words, sociology 
draws upon a range of disciplines to investigate the social problems of the world (Burawoy, 
2013).  
 Regarding event-focused descriptive phases, nearly equal codes were assigned to 
the texts in applied linguistics and psychology. Nonetheless, more event-focused 
descriptive phases were found in sociology. Therefore, there appeared to be no significant 
difference in terms of the distribution of the event-focused codes in applied linguistics and 
psychology. However, more event-focused descriptive phases were found in sociology. 
This discrepancy could be attributed to the fact that in sociology the authors have to work 
harder to establish a broad historical, political, and sociological context for the presentation 
of their claims. These results are in agreement with the ideas of other researchers, who 
proposed that soft disciplines deal with establishing cognitive and theoretical ways of 
presenting knowledge since they involve greater contextual unexpected events (Becher & 
Trowler, 2001; Hyland, 2005). These results were in line with other disciplinary studies in 
English (Rothery, 1994) and history (Veel & Coffin, 1996) which indicated that each of 
these disciplines employed language in different ways. 
 Concerning analysis, there seemed to be no significant difference in terms of the 
distribution of analytic codes in applied linguistics and psychology. Yet, fewer analytic 
phases appeared in sociology. The reason for this might be that the authors in sociology 
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have to provide more theoretical notions than other disciplines to establish the significance 
of their works and consider alternative points of view (Hyland, 2008; 2015). However, the 
authors in applied linguistics and psychology tend to employ more analytic phases, as they 
have to deal with presenting and analyzing various theoretical frameworks of knowledge. 
Therefore, the authors have to provide a rational background context for these theoretical 
claims through analytic phases to a greater extent than in sociology.  
 Table 3 shows that the persuasive codes were almost evenly distributed in 
psychology and sociology. Nevertheless, more codes were assigned to applied linguistics. 
One possible explanation may be related to the highly competitive nature of applied 
linguistics which yields to the presentation of more arguments on the part of the authors in 
order to persuade the readers of the novelty and importance of their claims (Hyland & 
Jiang, 2017). The findings further support the ideas of Coffin et al. (2003), who pointed out 
that argumentative writing differs not only across disciplines but also within the sub-
discipline of humanities. 
 Concerning critique, the critical codes were almost equally distributed among the 
sub-disciplines of humanities, although sociology appeared to be slightly more critical. The 
results might be attributed to the critical nature of humanities, which yield to the 
involvement of more interpretive phases in the texts. The results match those of Coffin et 
al. (2003), who stressed that knowledge-making in humanities depends upon how well an 
argument is presented. In other words, the reader’s roles in pondering the problems and 
interpreting the ideas are taken into account in humanities. In addition, sociology was a bit 
more critical, given that in sociology authors are required to carefully debate the 




Table 4   
The Frequency of Codes in Sub-Disciplines of Basic Sciences Textbook Introductions 
Codes  All coded segments Biology  Agriculture Geology 
Entity-based description 84 11  42 31 
Event-focused 
description 74 19  33 21 
Analysis 70 20  22 28 
Persuasion 94 39  30 35 
Critique 29 9  11 10 
Total 351 98  138 115 
 
Concerning entity-based descriptive phases, the sub-disciplines of basic sciences 
fall along a continuum of less descriptive to more descriptive, with biology and geology at 
each end of the continuum and agriculture in between. The least entity-based descriptive 
phases were found in biology, while the most entity-based descriptive phases were 
identified in agriculture. Finally, geology fell in between biology and agriculture. These 
sub-disciplinary differences in terms of entity-based descriptive phases might indicate that 
the degree to which the sub-disciplines of basic sciences could assume shared knowledge 
with readers differed to a great extent. The results coincide with the ideas of Hyland (2015) 
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who proposed that authors in humanities could draw upon established theoretical 
frameworks that are supposed to be shared with the readers.  
 Furthermore, Table 4 shows that there was almost no difference between biology 
and geology in terms of the distribution of event-focused descriptive phases. However, 
more codes were assigned to event-focused phases in agriculture. Thus, knowledge in the 
hard disciplines is constructed through empirical observation and scientific tests (Becher & 
Trowler, 2001).  
 Additionally, as can be seen from Table 4, geology seemed to be more analytic in 
comparison to biology and agriculture. The findings might be due to the fact that geology 
features plenty of statistical techniques in order to analyze and make sense of the 
experimental data (Shumway, 1987).  
 For persuasion, biology seemed to be more persuasive than geology and agriculture. 
Thus, students are demanded to develop more persuasive skills in biology compared to 
geology and agriculture. To put it simply, they have to become familiar with the acceptable 
rhetorical structures of their disciplines in order to present their claims and arguments in 
the most persuasive way (Hyland & Jiang, 2018). 
 It can be seen from the data in Table 3, that though, on the whole, the least amount 
of the codes were assigned to critical phases in the discipline of basic sciences, the critical 
codes were almost evenly distributed across the sub-disciplines of basic sciences. A 
possible explanation for these results might be the fact that the theories and experiments are 
rather neatly presented in basic sciences.  
 Hence, the authors didn’t attempt to involve the readers in the interpretation process 
and problematize the theoretical notions. Rather, the authors aimed at presenting 
objectified and impersonal points of view. Thus, the sub-disciplines of basic sciences 
included fewer critical phases in comparison to humanities. Fewer critical phases in 
geology and psychology textbooks might be explained by the fact that in the introductory 
section, the writer attempted to represent the aims of the study and the particular direction 
toward which the study is going to move, rather than allowing for critical and reflective 
thinking.  The findings corroborate those of Fuller (1993), who maintained that interpreting 
the results was not a characteristic feature of the students’ writings. 
  
Conclusions and implications 
 
The findings suggested that the textbook introductions conformed greatly to the 
onion model of analysis. Similarities found between the introductions of textbooks in 
humanities and basic sciences might suggest that the textbook introductions started with 
descriptive phases characterized by event-focused and entity-based descriptive segments, 
which helped establish the context for the study. This descriptive phase moved toward 
analytic phases which also included descriptive phases. Furthermore, the introductions 
moved to persuasive phases which included descriptive and analytic segments. In addition, 
the persuasive phases attempted to provide a justification for the writing of the textbook 
and the authors’ claims. Finally, the critical phases were built upon persuasive phases.  
 Similarities also occurred with respect to the employment of the appraisal resources 
and the choice of nominalization, which appeared in entity-based descriptive phases 
irrespective of disciplines. Therefore, the textbooks were not only informative and 
descriptive but also persuasive and sometimes critical. The results also highlighted some 
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differences between the textbook introductions in the discipline of humanities and those of 
basic sciences, with reference to the onion model. Differences between the textbook 
introductions also occurred in terms of the appraisal resources.  
 Theoretically speaking, this study showed the way in which humanities and basic 
sciences textbook introductions were organized. It was concluded that persuasive and 
critical writing is effectively established when analytical and descriptive phases are 
deployed by the authors in order to provide grounds or reasons for their claims. In addition, 
effective persuasion and critique are dependent upon the interaction of the appraisal 
resources, such as the engagement, attitude, and graduation systems, to develop and 
support the authors’ claims or counterclaims.  
 Additionally, particular attention should be paid to the development of more basic 
genres such as description and analysis as prerequisites to more complex genres such as 
persuasion and critique. The close interaction of the appraisal resources typically used to 
establish these genres should be taken into consideration. Furthermore, teachers should 
strive to lessen their students’ difficulties in academic writing by conducting well-designed 
training. That is, the expected rhetorical structures of the persuasive and critical phases in 
the introductions of textbooks should be taught to the students to prepare them to engage in 
academic writing.  
 As teachers play a crucial role in scaffolding students’ writings through explicit 
teaching of disciplines’ expected rhetorical conventions, in addition to the particular lexico-
grammatical choices that interact to create texts, they need a clearer picture of the areas 
which are worth investigation. Thus, teachers are required to make students aware of the 
rhetorical conventions and lexico-grammatical choices to provide a framework for the texts 
to be easily understood. What follows is that more content-based courses are required to 
help students deconstruct different academic texts and become familiar with the discipline-
specific conventions before embarking on the process of writing (Liu & Jiang, 2009). 
 Thus, this study highlights the value of teaching that is concerned with rhetorical 
consciousness-raising of their disciplines, as well as the discipline-specific lexico-
grammatical features in expert texts. This can be achieved when the teachers provide the 
students with impressions of disciplinary conventions (Johns, 1997). Nevertheless, 
consciousness-raising could be performed when courses involve texts, particularly expert 
texts so that students can analyze them and identify specific features of the genres. This 
process helps students understand how discipline-specific elements are employed, why 
they are employed, and how these employments vary from one discipline to another. 
Additionally, through this process, teachers could draw students’ attention, especially 
advanced level students pursuing masters and doctoral degrees, to features of writing in 
their disciplines, which in turn, help them identify both the choices available to them and 
the choice’s impact on academic writing. 
 The findings of the present study may also be useful for material developers. 
Material development will, to no small extent, be influenced by investigating the discourses 
that students are required to learn to produce. That is, material developers should select 
texts which are firmly related to the learners’ needs. Thus, they link students’ needs to the 
real world. Additionally, a corpus comprised of various discipline-specific texts might be 
used to develop materials that accommodate the needs of the students from different 
faculties. Finally, teachers can use this model to analyze textbook introductions in order to 
teach their students how to read their textbooks. 
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